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a b s t r a c t

The tubes which are applied in jacket platforms as the supporting structure might be collided by supply
vessels. Such kind of impact will lead to plastic deformation on tube members. As a result, the ultimate
strength of tubes will decrease compared to that of intact ones.

In order to make a decision on whether to repair or replace the members, it is crucial to know the
residual strength of the tubes. After being damaged by lateral impact, the simply supported tubes will
definitely loss a certain extent of load carrying capacity under uniform axial compression. Therefore, in
this paper, the relationship between the residual ultimate strength of the damaged circular tube by
collision and the energy dissipation due to lateral impact is investigated. The influences of several pa-
rameters, such as the length, diameter and thickness of the tube and the impact energy, on the reduction
of ultimate strength are investigated.

A series of numerical simulations are performed using nonlinear FEA software LS-DYNA. Based on
simulation results, a non-dimensional parameter is introduced to represent the degree of damage of
various size of tubes after collision impact. By applying this non-dimensional parameter, a simplified
formula has been derived to describe the relationship between axial compressive residual ultimate and
lateral impact energy and tube parameters. Finally, by comparing with the allowable compressive stress
proposed in API rules (RP2A-WSD A P I, 2000), the critical damage of tube due to collision impact to be
repaired is proposed.
© 2018 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Circular steel tubes have been widely applied as the basic
element of substructure of fixed offshore structures, such as jacket
platforms. The main function of supporting tube is to bear axial
loading, especially axial compressive load. As a fixed offshore
structure, jacket platforms may suffer from many kinds of acci-
dental load, for example, the lateral impact by supply vessel and
floating objects. These accidents will influence the load capacity of
supporting tube. This paper focuses on the assessment of ultimate
strength of the tube structure after collision impact.

Ship collision is a dynamic phenomenon with high energy.
Minorsky (1958) first summarized 26 events, and provided

formulae describing the relationship between the damage volume
and energy dissipation. This method had been widely used in this
area by many researchers.

Amdahl (1983) and Wierzbicki and Suh (1988) both investi-
gated the deformation model of circular tubes under lateral
impact, as shown in Fig. 1. However, the lateral load in Amdahl's
research was applied by a rigid plate parallel to the tube axis.
While the load in Wierzbicki's research was applied by a line
impact onto one section of the tube. Then they derived the rela-
tionship of lateral deformation of the tube and energy dissipated
in collision. But the above scenario that a supply vessel impacts
laterally to the supporting tube of jacket platforms (see Fig. 1(a)) is
not the most dangerous of collision cases. In the other hand, it
seems to be more dangerous that the bow structure collides to the
tube members. Nevertheless, this kind of collision cases have not
been investigated by them.

Based on Amdahl and Wierzbicki research, Hu et al., (2016a,
2016b) investigated the relationship between colliding force and
indentation using analytical, numerical and experimental methods.
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However, the residual ultimate strength after collision was not
investigated.

Other works (Abramowicz and Jones, 1984; Mamalis and
Johnson, 1983; Tai et al., 2010) focused on the failure mode of
the tubes under axial compression, and in those research the tubes
were relatively short ones, with the L/D ratio around 1e10.
Meanwhile the L/D ratio for jacket platforms is larger than that,
about 40. Where L and D is the length and diameter of the tube
member.

Watan (2011) investigated the collision between the side
structure of supply vessel and the jacket platform tube. In his work,
collision velocity, collision position along the tube axis and tube
geometric parameter have been varied. Finally, the relationship
among the collision force, energy and impact indentation have
been derived. The scenario of the collision between jacket plat-
forms and supply vessels is shown in Fig. 2. He concentrated on the
collision force rather than the ultimate strength of the tube after
collision. In his FEM model, the tube thicknesses were 30, 40 and
50mm, the element length was 100mm, and the ratio of element
length to thickness was 2e3.3.

The shape of ship bow has been illustrated by several re-
searchers based on real ship structures. Shown by Storheim and
Amdahl (2014), the actual collision is within 11e14MJ range,
directed by NORSOK rules. And a bulbous shape is shown in Fig. 3,
the bulbous radius along the centerline was approximately 2m and
1m along the stringer deck in the middle of the bulbous.

In Travanca and Hao (2015) research, a bow shape as Fig. 4 was
selected, the height of this vessel is 6.3m and deadweight is 3000
ton. And the tube length is ranging about 25m, with diameters of
1.28e1.70m.

Yu and Amdahl (2018) also analyzed the tubular members of
offshore structures impacted by ships. The length, diameter and

thickness is around 20m, 1.5m and varying from 30 to 50mm. The
ship bows structures is shown in Fig. 5. The bulbous diameter is
approximately 2.0m.

Bela et al. (2017) investigated the collision between the Offshore
Wind Turbine and Offshore Supply Vessel. The yielding stress of the
material for the circular column structure of OffshoreWind Turbine
was around 250MPa. And the dimension of the tube is shown in
Fig. 6 left. The vessels were 3000 and 5000 ton of DWT and the
shape is shown in Fig. 7. Collision velocity range was from 1 to 5m/
s. Results are shown in Fig. 6 right. In his calculation results, after
the impact of ship with the velocity of 5m/s, the tube had almost
lost the bearing capacity under the axial load.

And then Bela et al. (2017) performed additional numerical
simulation to investigate the energy dissipation of the above sce-
narios with deformable striking ship model. With the high collision
velocity about 5m/s, the offshore structure absorbed up to 80% of
the total energy.

Most of previous researches focused on predicting the collision
force, the interaction with ship structure and the energy dissipa-
tion. They concerned more about the collision event itself. While in
the present study, the main objective is the residual load carrying
capacity of the offshore tubes after impact. The axial compressive
residual ultimate strength of damaged tube after collision is mainly
discussed, which is compared to that of intact tubes.

In this paper, a series of calculations by changing the scantling of
tube and colliding conditions is first undertaken to obtain the
reduction rate of the residual ultimate strength of damaged tube to
that of intact one. In these calculations, the location of damage was
assumed to be at the middle span of the tube. Secondly, a simplified
formulawas derived to predict the residual ultimate strength of the
circular tube. And then, by changing the collision position, the
applicability of the proposed formula was examined. Finally, by
comparing with the allowable compressive stress proposed in API
rules (RP2A-WSD A P I, 2000), the critical damage of tube due to
collision impact to be repaired is proposed.

2. Calculation model and calculation procedure for
assessment of residual ultimate strength of damaged tube in
collision

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the residual ulti-
mate strength of the tubes that collided and deformed. Firstly,
the nonlinear FEM analysis was performed to investigate the
residual deformation that was caused by collision. Next, the re-
sidual ultimate strength of the deformed tube under axial
compressive force was examined. All numerical calculations in
this paper were computed utilizing the nonlinear FEM software
LS-DYNA, which is widely used in the research field of ship
collision and very good accuracy is approved by many previous
researchers, such as Watan (2011), Yu and Amdahl (2018) and
Bela et al. (2017). The calculation model and calculation method
will be shown below.

Fig. 1. Deformation model of circular tubes: (a) by Amdahl (1983), (b) by Wierzbicki and Suh (1988).

Fig. 2. Ship collision against a fixed offshore platform by Watan (2011).
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2.1. Basic model

2.1.1. Dimension and material of tube
The dimension of tubes are chosen according to actual size of

ship and structure in the study of Watan (2011), Travanca and
Hao (2015) and Yu and Amdahl (2018). The length, diameter
and thickness of legs used in jackets substructures in their
studies are in the range of 16e40m, 1.5e3.5m and 25e55mm
respectively. So the basic case of this paper was decided as that
the length (L), diameter (D) and thickness (t) of the tube is 30m,
2.5m and 40mm, respectively. And the impact mass (M) is

Fig. 3. Bow FE models, showing details of bulbous stiffening by Storheim and Amdahl (2014).

Fig. 4. A vessel bow model with the height of 6.3m in Travanca and Hao (2015).

Fig. 5. Ship bow model applied by Yu and Amdahl (2018).
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1000ton with the initial velocity (V0) of 5m/s.
The material properties of the tubes are shown in Table 1,

where the mild steel with the sY¼ 2.35� 106Pa was selected
because of the wide application of this kind of steel in offshore
structures.

2.1.2. Striking load
As stated in introduction above, up to 80% of the total impact

energy was absorbed by the collided offshore structure in collision
of ship. The bow structure is stronger than the side part of the
supply vessel. And the stiffeners are much more concentrated in
the bulbous bow than the upper structure. For most ship the
extending distance of bulbous bow is almost the same as the upper
structure. As a results, the most severe situation is that the tube
members is struck by the ship bulbous bow. From a conservative
point of view, the colliding object was assumed to be rigid. Based on
the real structures applied in previous researches by Storheim and
Amdahl (2014), Travanca and Hao (2015), Yu and Amdahl (2018)
and Bela et al. (2017), a sphere with the diameter of 2.0m is applied
as the colliding body in this paper.

Although the cruising speed of supply vessel is about 15e20
knot, the velocity could slow down below 10 knot when collision
might occur. Then, the impact velocity of 5m/s (about 10 knot) is
selected as basic case. Large deadweight of striking vessel leads to
severe deformation to the tubes, such as Bela et al. (2017) stated.
Because the residual ultimate strength of damaged tube cannot be
expected in such large amount of impact energy cases, these cases
are excluded in this paper. In order to avoid the extreme situations,
the impact mass was selected to be around 1000ton.

2.1.3. Boundary condition
For a tube used as jacket leg, other leg tube and brace tube are

connected to it on both ends. The bending rigidity of brace mem-
bers is much smaller than that of leg tubes. Therefore at the ends of
a tube, the rotation displacements may easily occur. On the other
hand the translated displacements are almost constrained. There-
fore, in real situation, the boundary condition of the tube falls be-
tween fixed and simply supported. As for the safety side
consideration, the simply supported conditions were selected to be
the boundary conditions at both end of tube as shown in Fig. 8. All
nodes at each end of tube were connected to the center point of
each end section with rigid elements, and the displacements in x
and y directions were constrained at both center points. Both cross
sections of tube ends were assumed not to deform during the
whole process, since neither the collision nor the compression
would not influence on the deformation of both ends cross section.

Fig. 6. Dimension and deformed shape of the OWT by Bela et al. (2017).

Fig. 7. Bow shape applied by Bela et al. (2017).

Table 1
Material property of tube members.

Items Parameters

Yielding stress 2.35� 108Pa
Mass density 7850 kg/m3

Young's modulus 2.1� 1011Pa
Poisson's ratio 0.3
Strain rate parameter, C 40.4 s�1 ()
Strain rate parameter, P 5.0 (Cowper and Symonds, 1957)

cf.) C and P are the parameters in Cowper-Symonds equation
sd
ss

¼ 1þ
�
_ε

C

�1
=P .
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2.1.4. Meshing division
The tube was divided into 100 elements in the circumferential

direction with the four nodes Belytschko-Tsay shell element, and
the sizes of elements in tube circumferential and axial directions
are closed to each other. The element size is 78.5� 78.5mm for the
basic case, and the ratio of element length to thickness was nearly
2.0 as the thickness of tube is 40mm. In order to verify the validity
of this element size, a casewith smaller element size of 40� 40mm
is calculated. Almost the same results are obtained.

2.2. Calculation procedure

There are two loading stages in the simulations in this paper.
The first stage is the lateral impact by a rigid body to the tube at the
mid span of the tube, and the second stage is the axial compression
of the tube. Then, the calculation time of first stage is set to 0e5.0s,
and that of second stage is set to 5.0e12.0s. The initial configuration
of tube before lateral impact and the deformation after impact are
shown in Fig. 9. The circular ones in the figures show the colliding
rigid body. The rigid body has an initial velocity of 5.0m/s and a
mass of 1000ton in the basic case. The ends of the deformed tube
rotated freely after collision. The typical deformations of tube under
axial compression in the second stage are shown in Fig. 10. In this
case the center point of left side is fixed in z directionwhile the that
of right side is moving towards left with the velocity of 0.02 m/s

(the length of the tube is 30 m). When the tube suffers the axial
compression, the cross section at the middle span of the tube will
deform in the same direction as well as the residual plastic defor-
mation caused by lateral impact.

2.2.1. Calculation of residual deformation in collision
Fig. 11 shows the side view of contact area between the collided

tube and the colliding sphere. In this figure, the center of contact
area is the front point of the tube. The deformation in the vicinity of
the front point is separated into two modes. One is the global
deformation of tube as a column. The other is the local deformation
at contact section. In this paper, the separation of these two de-
formations is estimated from the numerical results.

Since the tube is simply supported at both ends, and the colli-
sion position is themiddle span of the tube, the section of both ends
will share the same rotation angle of rotation qy while the tube is
impacted by the rigid sphere as shown in Fig. 12. Then, the global
displacement dg can be evaluated by multiplying this rotational
angle to the half of tube length, that is dg¼ 1/2L� tanqy. Where, L is
the length of tube. The displacement of front point consists of
global deformation and local deformation. Then, when dt is defined
as the total displacement of the front point, local displacement dl

Fig. 8. Modeling of boundary condition at both ends.

Fig. 9. Tube and rigid sphere before and after lateral impact in the first stage of the
basic case.

Fig. 10. Tube deformation under axial compression in the second stage of the basic
case.

Fig. 11. Side view of contact area.
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could be calculated as dt‒dg. The deformation results will be shown
later in Section 3.1.1. The time history of reaction force FB at bottom
end during the first stage is shown later, in Fig. 13.

2.2.2. Calculation of residual ultimate strength of tube under axial
compression

At the second stage, the enforced displacement at the center of
one tube end was imposed by a constant compressive velocity of
0.02m/s in the tube axial direction, meanwhile the another end
was fixed in axial direction. The maximum value of axial force FC
shown in Fig. 13 will represent the bearing capacity of damaged
tube. The difference value between FC and FB can be regarded as the
residual ultimate strength of damaged tube, which was caused by
lateral impact.

2.3. Parametric study items

In order to obtain a simplified formula for prediction of the re-
sidual ultimate strength of the damaged tube, a comprehensive
parametric analysis is undertaken. The effects of various factors are
studied, including the scantling parameter of the tube, the mass,
velocity and size of the colliding body, and the collision location.
Then the effect of different shapes of striking body is investigated,
as well as a detailed analysis by considering various assembles of
mass and velocity at the same collision energy.

2.3.1. Shape of tube and collision energy
The combinations of parameters selected in calculations are

shown in Table 2. In all cases, a rigid sphere with the diameter of
2.0m is modeled as the colliding object. Colliding position is the
center of middle span of the tube. Simply supported condition at
both ends of tube is applied in all cases, just as the basic case.

By changing the scantling of the tubes and the impact mass and
velocity, a series of calculations is performed to investigate the
parametric effect on the residual ultimate strength of damaged
tubes.

At the center points of both tube end, the displacements in x and
y directions are constrained All nodes at each end of tube are
connected to the center point of each end section with rigid
elements.

Fig. 12. Schematic view of deformation.

Fig. 13. Time history of axial force of the basic case.

Table 2
Detail value of parameters in calculation cases.

Case L (m) D (m) t (m) M (ton) V0 (m/s)

Basic 30 2.5 0.04 1000 5
L15 15 2.5 0.04 1000 5
L24 24 2.5 0.04 1000 5
L38 38 2.5 0.04 1000 5
L45 45 2.5 0.04 1000 5
D1.8 30 1.8 0.04 1000 5
D2.0 30 2.0 0.04 1000 5
D3.2 30 3.2 0.04 1000 5
D4.0 30 4.0 0.04 1000 5
T20 30 2.5 0.02 1000 5
T30 30 2.5 0.03 1000 5
T50 30 2.5 0.05 1000 5
T60 30 2.5 0.06 1000 5
M5 30 2.5 0.04 500 5
M8 30 2.5 0.04 800 5
M15 30 2.5 0.04 1500 5
M25 30 2.5 0.04 2500 5
V2 30 2.5 0.04 1000 2
V3 30 2.5 0.04 1000 3
V7 30 2.5 0.04 1000 7
V10 30 2.5 0.04 1000 10

cf.) L, D and t are the length, diameter and thickness of the tube member, respec-
tively.
M is the mass of rigid impact sphere.
V0 is the initial velocity of the rigid impact sphere before collision.
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2.3.2. Effect of impact location
In the study of effect of impact location, the impact location is

offset in two directions are taken into account, both in y direction
(transverse direction) and in z direction (longitudinal location). Not
all the cases shown in Table 2 are calculated. Only these cases were
calculated, Basic, L15, L45, D1.8, D4.0, T20, T60, M5, M25, V2 and
V10.

Fig. 14 shows the definition of the offset of colliding position in y
direction. By changing the impact angle a from 0� to 60�, the offset
effect in y direction is investigated. Fig. 15 shows the detail of
impact position offset in z direction, from 0.5 L to 0.2 L of the tube.

2.3.3. Different assembles of impact mass and velocity
Impact energy is given by the half of product of the impact

mass and the square of velocity. In order to confirm that it is the
impact energy rather than mass or velocity that will influence the
residual ultimate strength of tube, five cases shown in Table 3 are
calculated. And Case *1000-5 is the basic case of this paper. In all
five cases, the tube scantling was the same as that in the basic
case. The change of mass of impact rigid sphere is realized by only
changing its density.

2.3.4. Different sizes of colliding object
In order to examine the effect of geometrical sizes of colliding

objects, the calculations are performed for three different radius (r),
0.3, 1.0 and 3.0m, of the rigid sphere body. Tubes' scantling is the
same as the basic one. The lateral impact mass in all cases is
1000ton with the same initial impact velocity of 5m/s. In this
section, r¼ 1.0m is the basic case of this paper. Fig. 16 shows the
deformation of tube in collision, both the tube and impact sphere is
cut by plane in XOZ through the tube axis.

3. Calculation results

The calculation results of the basic case are shown in Section 3.1.
Then, the calculation results of parametric study are shown in
Section 3.2. The results of effects of offset in y and z directions of
impact position are shown in Section 3.3. Finally the results of ef-
fects of different assembles of energy and different impact shapes
are analyzed in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5.

3.1. Basic model

3.1.1. Residual deformation in collision
After collision, both the residual stress and the residual defor-

mation exist. They are both the consequences of impact and ap-
pears to the structure in the same time as couples. However, the
residual stress is complicated. It is difficult to show the relationship
between residual ultimate strength and residual stress quantita-
tively. In the other hands, it is easy to show the relationship be-
tween residual ultimate strength and residual deformation. So the
relationship between Fu/F0 and dt/D is shown in Equation (1) in
Section 3.2.

Fig. 17 shows the residual deformation of tube after collision for
the basic case. The displacement at front point consists of global
displacement dg and local displacement dl. So, the local displace-
ment is calculated from the total displacement by subtracting dg. As
described in Fig. 11 in Section 2.2.1, time histories of both of global
and local displacement at mid span for the basic case are shown in
Fig. 18. The magnitudes of local displacement and global displace-
ment have same order in the basic case, but this was not always
true in other cases, which will be shown later in Section 3.2. And in
all the calculation cases, the ultimate state for damaged tubes is the
local collapse and local yielding in the struck area.

Two time moments, t¼ 0.64s and t¼ 4.5s, are selected to show
the distribution of axial tress (sz) in the vicinity of front point of the
tube in Fig. 19. During the first stage, before 5s, the both ends of the
tube are fixed in axial direction, then the tensile stress will be
produced due to the global deflection of tube.

Fig. 14. Impact position offset in y direction (transverse direction).

Fig. 15. Impact position offsets in z direction (longitudinal location).

Table 3
Different assemble of impact mass and velocity with same energy.

Case M (ton) v0 (m/s)

*25000-1 25000 1
*6250-2 6250 2
*1000-5 1000 5
*391-8 391 8
*250-10 250 10

Fig. 16. Side view of collision situation of different sphere radius.
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At t¼ 0.64s, due to the elastic global bending deflection of tube,
the axial membrane stress at the contact side of tube is in
compression. But in the vicinity of front point, the axial membrane
stress is in tension due to the local deflection of contact area.

At t¼ 4.50s, the stress distribution becomes different from that
at t¼ 0.64s. During the unloading stage of impact load, there is a
tendency that the tube is trying to deform back to the original state.
Since the spring back of local deformation in the vicinity of front
point will be constrained by surround part of tube, the membrane
stress at center part becomes in compression. But in global, the
membrane stress of tube in axial direction is still in tension due to
deflection of tube and constraint effect of axial displacement at
both end.

3.1.2. Residual ultimate strength of tube under axial compression
In Fig. 13 the axial force FB is the residual axial force after lateral

impact. It is produced by constraining the axial displacement at
both ends. This axial force FB is supported by the other members
connecting to the both ends. The axial force FC is the maximum
axial force in second stage. Then, Fu (¼ FC e FB) is the axial loading
capacity of damaged pipe after lateral impact. This capacity is
defined as the residual ultimate strength of damaged tube under
axial compression.

In order to remove the vibration of the tube after collision, a
time depending damper was introduced into the calculation ac-
cording the manual of LS-DYNA (2012). As the vibration of real
structure will fall down gradually and then disappear naturally
after tubes were laterally collided by objects, there is no need to
introduce the large value of damping parameter. But to obtain the
stable state quickly, a comparatively large value of damper
parameter is introduced during the vibration period after collision
before compression.

As shown in Fig. 13, this is the result of the basic case, the
damping function is available only from 2 to 4.9s. However in the

second stage, the axial compressive velocity is 0.02m/s, which is a
relatively low value. And there is no need to damp during the
second stage.

3.2. Calculation results of parametric study

The calculation results of total deformation dt, global deforma-
tion dg and local deformation dl are shown in Table 4. The axial force
FB, FC and Fu are also given.

From Table 4, when the tube length increased or tube diameter
decreased, the global displacement increased and local displace-
ment decreased, and the dominant component switched from local
to global displacement. With the increase of the tube thickness,
both global and local displacement decreased. Meanwhile, when
the impact energy increased, both the global and local displace-
ment increased, and the dominant component switched from local
to global displacement.

It is clear that if the tube's length is smaller, diameter is larger
and shell is thicker, the tube has higher capacity to tolerate lateral
impact. It is also clear that if the impact energy is smaller, the
deformation of the tube is relatively slighter, and the residual ul-
timate strength is higher. So, it is desirable to derive one parameter
which could estimate the ability for axial loading of the damaged
tube, by using the ratio of the impact energy to the capacity of tube
which is related to tube's length, diameter, and thickness. It will be
described detail in Section 4.

According to the calculation results in Table 4. The relationships
between Fu/F0 and dl/D or dg/D are not clear. Then the relationship
between the residual ultimate strength and the total deformation

Fig. 17. Deformation, plastic strain and von Mises stress of contact area of the basic
case.

Fig. 18. Time history of contact area of the basic case.

Fig. 19. Stress distribution in tube axial direction (sz) and cross section deformation of
contact area of basic case in the first stage.
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of the tube is shown in Fig. 20. In the figure, non-dimensional pa-
rameters are applied, Fu/F0, dt/D. All the results obey the same
tendency. And a fitting equation is proposed as following,

Fu
F0

¼ f
�
dt
D

�
¼ e

�1:523dt
D�0:286

�
dt
D

�2

(1)

The standard deviation of calculated results compared to the
fitting Eq. (1) is 0.033.

3.3. The effect of location of impact

3.3.1. .Offset effect in y direction (transverse location)
In Table 5, the impart angle of 0� means that the colliding mass

impacts just on the axis at the mid span of the tube. The others
cases, that a equals to 15�, 30�, 45�, and 60, represent the cases that
the colliding mass attack to the tube with eccentricity of a degree

which was defined in Fig. 14 in Section 2.3.2.
Among these cases, the case which indicate the smallest resid-

ual ultimate strength is not unique. In general, the case of the
impart angle of 0� shows the smallest residual ultimate strength.

Because the side way movement of colliding mass will take
place after impact when collided with eccentricity. Then, the
impact will be mitigated.

But, when the length of tube is large, the diameter of tube is
small, or the thickness is small, the case of the impact angle of 15�

or 30� shows the smallest residual ultimate strength. And also,
when themass of impact is large, the case of the impart angle of 30�

shows the smallest residual ultimate strength. In these tubes, the
severe damage had happened and the residual ultimate strength
after impact was small.

The reason that the impact angle a of 15 �or 30� gives the
smallest residual ultimate strength, when the severe damage had
happened by collision, can be explained as follows.

When the colliding mass impacts just on the axis of the tube,
the deformation of the tube is only the bending. For 30� impact,
the equivalent impact velocity decreases due to the angle. In this
case, the tube suffers not only bending but also torsion. So the
couple effect will lead to the reduction of the ultimate strength
compared to that of 0� impact. As shown in Fig. 21, this tendency
is clearer when the large deformation takes place in collision.

3.3.2. Offset effect in z direction (longitudinal location)
The calculation results are shown in Table 6. From the results,

when the impact location approach to the middle span of the tube
from the end, the tube absorbed energy is almost in the same level
while the residual ultimate strength of damaged tubes decreases.
The reason is that, for a beam, the lateral loading capacity in the
middle span is weaker than that near the ends. The effect of offset
in z direction has no influence on the deformation mode. And the

Table 4
Calculation results of deformation, axial force and ultimate strength parametric study.

Case Vt (m/s) Eti (MJ) dt (m) qy dg (m) dl (m) dg/dt (%) dl/dt (%) FB (MN) FC (MN) Fu (MN) F0 (MN) Fu/F0 (%)

Basic 1.52 11.27 1.55 0.06 0.87 0.68 56 44 �14.34 17.74 32.08 93.88 34.17
L15 1.54 10.94 1.24 0.04 0.30 0.94 24 76 �23.67 22.10 45.78 95.48 47.94
L24 1.39 11.39 1.45 0.06 0.70 0.74 49 51 �13.27 20.19 33.46 94.47 35.42
L38 1.68 10.98 1.66 0.05 1.04 0.63 62 38 �14.65 15.30 29.95 93.02 32.20
L45 1.82 10.73 1.75 0.05 1.15 0.60 66 34 �14.91 14.17 29.08 92.84 31.32
D1.8 1.48 11.32 1.74 0.08 1.20 0.54 69 31 �8.27 8.01 16.28 68.66 23.71
D2.0 1.50 11.28 1.68 0.07 1.11 0.57 66 34 �10.34 10.28 20.62 75.98 27.14
D3.2 1.61 11.10 1.41 0.03 0.48 0.93 34 66 �19.52 33.22 52.74 118.61 44.47
D4.0 1.76 10.85 1.34 0.01 0.16 1.18 12 88 �34.46 57.80 92.26 145.77 63.29
T20 1.27 11.61 2.67 0.08 1.17 1.49 44 56 �1.38 3.08 4.45 46.40 9.60
T30 1.45 11.35 1.95 0.07 1.02 0.94 52 48 �7.71 8.88 16.59 69.99 23.71
T50 1.50 11.29 1.29 0.05 0.70 0.59 54 46 �19.16 29.16 48.32 117.53 41.12
T60 1.49 11.29 1.10 0.04 0.56 0.54 51 49 �24.05 43.55 67.60 141.73 47.70
M5 1.73 5.45 0.95 0.03 0.40 0.55 42 58 �15.42 28.75 44.17 93.88 47.04
M8 1.57 8.93 1.33 0.05 0.70 0.63 53 47 �14.31 20.76 35.06 93.88 37.35
M15 1.37 17.21 2.00 0.08 1.15 0.85 57 43 �11.55 12.96 24.50 93.88 26.10
M25 1.14 29.43 2.72 0.10 1.55 1.17 57 43 �5.71 8.00 13.71 93.88 14.61
V2 0.88 1.60 0.43 0.00 0.07 0.35 17 83 �15.78 56.48 72.26 93.88 76.97
V3 1.12 3.83 0.75 0.02 0.25 0.50 34 66 �17.50 36.48 53.98 93.88 57.50
V7 1.76 22.78 2.34 0.09 1.34 1.00 57 43 �8.59 10.18 18.77 93.88 19.99
V10 1.88 47.92 3.51 0.14 2.03 1.48 58 42 �1.49 4.68 6.17 93.88 6.57

cf.) Vt is the velocity of the rigid impact sphere after collision.
Eti is the internal energy absorbed by the tube after collision, elastic and plastic strain energy.
dt is total deformation of the front point.
qy is boundary rotation of the front point.
dg is global deformation of the front point.
dl is local deformation.
(the above six results is obtained at the stable state in the first stage, t¼ 4.5s).
FB: axial force of point B, the stable axial force after collision in the first stage.
FC: axial force of point C, the maximum axial force in the second stage.
Fu: ultimate strength of damaged tube under axial compression, equals FC minutes FB.
F0: ultimate strength of intact tube under axial compression.

Fig. 20. Relationship between the ratio of ultimate strength of damaged tube to that of
intact one and the ratio of total deformation to tube diameter.
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deformed cross sections are similar to each other as shown in
Fig. 22. When the same amplitude of damage takes place, the tube
with damage at mid of span will show the smallest residual ulti-
mate strength.

3.4. The effect of different assembles of impact mass and velocity

Table 7 shows the calculation results of cases explained in Sec-
tion 2.3.3. It is found that the same impact energy will lead to
almost same residual ultimate strength. Different assembles of
mass and velocity had merely slightly influenced on the calculation
results of the residual ultimate strength of damaged tubes.

3.5. The effect of size of colliding part

Table 8 shows the calculation results of cases illustrated in

Section 2.3.4. It is shown that the radius of the rigid impact sphere
had little influence on the ultimate strength of the damaged tube.
However, due to the same initial energy of the impact body and the
same internal energy absorbed by the tube, there is little difference
of the ultimate strength between the different sizes of colliding
object when the impact energy is same.

4. Simplified formula for evaluating of residual ultimate
strength of tube members after collision

According to the results in Table 4 in Section 3.2, the effect of
tube shape and impact energy could be summarized. Then the
following formula is proposed to simulate the residual ultimate
strength of damaged tubes:

Table 5
Calculation results of absorbed energy and ultimate strength considering offset effect in y direction.

Impact angle a 0� 15� 30� 45� 60�

Case Eti (MJ) Fu (MN) Eti (MJ) Fu (MN) Eti (MJ) Fu (MN) Eti (MJ) Fu (MN) Eti (MJ) Fu (MN)
Basic 11.27 32.07 11.24 30.85 10.17 27.45 4.44 50.20 1.17 69.96
L15 10.94 45.78 10.87 45.94 9.82 46.75 4.95 53.90 1.54 66.06
L45 10.73 29.08 10.72 26.98 9.95 25.24 3.30 47.25 0.74 69.07
D1.8 11.32 16.28 11.26 15.35 10.45 16.72 5.15 16.79 0.73 53.03
D4.0 10.85 92.26 10.76 92.71 9.35 96.07 5.07 98.71 1.59 106.18
T20 11.61 4.45 11.55 4.03 11.03 3.35 2.25 13.29 0.35 28.88
T60 11.29 67.60 11.16 68.56 9.77 69.94 5.59 101.76 3.60 103.56
M5 5.45 44.17 5.39 44.61 4.59 47.64 2.44 66.14 0.82 72.64
M25 29.43 13.71 29.29 12.56 28.50 12.51 8.85 25.35 1.38 67.46
V2 1.60 72.26 1.56 72.65 1.24 73.27 0.82 74.44 0.36 79.49
V10 47.92 6.17 47.75 8.86 46.06 11.57 9.38 20.37 1.56 67.41

cf.) Eti: the internal energy absorbed by the tube after collision.
Fu: (¼FC� FB), the ultimate strength of damaged tube under axial compression.

Fig. 21. Deformed cross section of impact part of the tube of Case T20 T60 and Case T20-30� T60-30� .

Table 6
Calculation results of absorbed energy and ultimate strength considering offset effect in z direction.

Impact position 0.2 L 0.3 L 0.4 L 0.5 L

Case Eti (MJ) Fu (MN) Eti (MJ) Fu (MN) Eti (MJ) Fu (MN) Eti (MJ) Fu (MN)
basic 11.44 38.69 11.33 33.67 11.28 32.45 11.27 32.07
L15 11.34 57.10 11.11 50.86 10.98 48.00 10.94 45.78
L45 11.02 32.97 10.86 30.77 10.76 29.41 10.73 29.08
D1.8 11.47 18.96 11.36 17.21 11.32 16.52 11.32 16.28
D4.0 11.42 102.60 11.06 99.40 10.90 94.33 10.85 92.26
T20 11.70 8.22 11.64 5.65 11.61 4.71 11.61 4.45
T60 11.38 84.68 11.32 73.88 11.30 69.00 11.29 67.60
M5 5.52 55.39 5.47 48.12 5.45 44.98 5.45 44.17
M25 29.63 18.86 29.50 15.20 29.45 14.00 29.43 13.71
V2 1.68 74.35 1.63 73.71 1.61 72.62 1.60 72.26
V10 48.13 9.41 47.99 8.97 47.94 7.85 47.92 6.17

cf.) Eti: the internal energy absorbed by the tube after collision.
Fu: (¼FC� FB), the ultimate strength of damaged tube under axial compression.
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Fu
F0

¼ e�l
0:687

(2)

where, l ¼ 0:5MV2
0

7:575sY L�0:55D2t1:55, the unit of L, D and t is m, unit ofM is kg
and unit of v0 is m/s.

In the above equation, l is a non-dimensional parameter. The
molecule of the equation of l is the impact energy, and the de-
nominator of it is regarded as the absolute anti impact capacity of
the tube suffers the lateral impact. So l could be treated as the
relatively anti impact parameter of the certain impact situation.

Although Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) both can be referred to estimate the
residual ultimate strength of a damaged tube after collision with
acceptable accuracy. The difference is as following. Eq. (1) is a
description of two output data from a collision case. That means,
only after a collision actually take place, the residual ultimate
strength of damaged tube could be estimated. Eq. (1) produced by
curve fitting of date. But, it also shows the total deformation
(neither of local nor global deformation) gives dominant effect on
residual strength as stated before. So, if it is needed to judge the
acceptable damage of the tube from the residual deformation after
collision, Eq. (1) is a good choice.

Contrastively, from the definition of l in Eq. (2), all the param-
eters is the input data of a collision case. It shows that not only the
dimension of tube but also kinematic energy of colliding ship have
the dominant effects on the residual strength of tube. As a result, it
is possible to estimate the residual ultimate strength of a tube
before a potential collision actually takes place. In the other hand,
according to the above study, the acceptable value of l is obtained.

The acceptable mass and velocity of a vessel that approach the tube
of a jacket platform can be evaluated. Therefore, if it is required to
estimate the residual ultimate strength before collision event
actually happen, Eq. (2) is suggested to be applied.

The calculation results of ultimate strength of damaged tubes
shown in Section 3.3.2 are plotted in Fig. 23. In this figure, the ul-
timate strength of damaged tubes is divided by the ultimate
strength of each intact tube, F0, for normalization of the vertical
axis. In this figure, Eq. (2) is also shown by the solid line. The
standard deviation of calculated results compared to the simplified
formula Eq. (2) is 0.027.

FE calculation results are plotted with solid and open circles. The
difference of solid and open circles will be explain later. It is
confirmed that the proposed formula can predict accurately the
reduction of ultimate strength of tube due to collision.

As shown in Section 3.4, the different assembles mass and ve-
locity will lead to same residual ultimate strength. As also shown in
Section 3.5, there is little difference of the ultimate strength be-
tween the different sizes of colliding mass when the impact energy
is the same. As shown in Section 3.3.2, the residual ultimate
strength of damaged tubes decreases when the impact location
approach to the middle span of the tube from the end. Then for the
above cases, the residual ultimate strength of tube after collision
damaged can be predict by utilizing Fig. 23 and Eq. (2). It is clear
that is the collision situation described by Eq. (2) is between the
tube members and the bulbous bow structure.

In the case of offset impact in y direction (transverse location)
shown in Section 3.3.1, it is different. However, it is important to
clearly propose the judgment criterion. As shown in Fig. 23, all the
calculation results can be divided into two groups. One is the

Fig. 22. Deformed cross section of impact part of the tube of Case basic 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and basic case.

Table 7
Calculation results comparison with different impact mass and velocity.

Case M (ton) V0 (m/s) Vt (m/s) Eti (MJ) FB (MN) FC (MN) Fu (MN)

*25000-1 25000 �1 0.296 11.36 �14.41 16.76 31.17
*6250-2 6250 �2 0.601 11.29 �14.36 17.21 31.57
*1000-5 1000 �5 1.518 11.26 �14.34 17.74 32.08
*391-8 391 �8 2.4208 11.26 �13.20 17.50 30.70
*250-10 250 �10 3.0118 11.29 �12.47 17.26 29.73

cf.) Eti: the internal energy absorbed by the tube after collision.
Fu: (¼FC� FB), the ultimate strength of damaged tube under axial compression.

Table 8
Calculation results comparison with different shape of impact spheres.

Case Vt (m/s) Eti (MJ) FB (MN) FC (MN) Fu (MN)

r¼ 0.3m 1.490 11.29 �14.77 18.22 32.99
r¼ 1.0m 1.518 11.26 �14.34 17.74 32.08
r¼ 3.0m 1.517 11.26 �13.65 16.97 30.62

cf.) Eti: the internal energy absorbed by the tube after collision.
Fu: (¼FC� FB), the ultimate strength of damaged tube under axial compression.

Fig. 23. Relationship between calculated residual ultimate strength and proposed
parameter l
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acceptable, which is above the line. The other the unacceptable,
which is below the line. For the cases belongs the acceptable group,
0� impact is the most severe situation. From the safety side
consideration, 0� impact case is investigated. For the cases belongs
to unacceptable group, 0� impact is already unacceptable. So it is
not of much significance to investigate which degree is the most
severe situation. And the judging criterion does not change.

Based on the API rules (RP2A-WSD A P I, 2000), the allowable
design axial capacity was calculated. And the calculation results for
the residual ultimate strength after collision su is compared with
the allowable design axial capacity sa by API rules (RP2A-WSDA P I,
2000). (The calculation procedure and results based on the API
rules (RP2A-WSDA P I, 2000) will be explained in Appendix.)When
the su is larger than sa, the solid circle is used, and when su is
smaller than sa, the open circle is used in Fig. 23.

Seeing Fig. 23, a horizontal line could be draw to separate the
acceptable points and unacceptable points with the Fu/F0 value of
46%, approximately. Then, a critical ratio of residual ultimate
strength of damaged tube to that of intact one, Fu/F0 of 0.46, is
suggested. Then, the criteria value of l of 0.72 is proposed. It is
advised that, when the value of l falls down to 0.72, the damaged
tube must be repaired or replaced.

4.1. The effect of yielding stress

In the above calculations, the value of yielding stress is selected
to be 2.35� 108Pa, since the mild steel is selected. However, the
value of yielding stress is not constant. So in order to clarify the
effect of yielding stress, six out of all the cases in Table 2 are
selected. Two cases are above the acceptable line: V2 and D40.

Two cases are just below the acceptable line: T50 and Basic. Two
cases are far below the acceptable line: T20 and V10. And three
additional values of yielding stress is chosen, sy1¼2.55� 108Pa,
sy2¼ 2.69� 108Pa and sy3¼ 3.00� 108Pa.

The comparison result between the simulated formula and the
calculation results with different values of yielding stress is shown
in Fig. 24. As shown in results, the simplified formula Eq. (2) is also
valid.

5. Conclusion

By the application of nonlinear numerical calculation, the re-
sidual ultimate strength of collided tubes is investigated. The
collision situation is assumed between the tube member and
supply vessel bulbous bow. The simply supported tubes collided by
a rigid sphere body in the middle span of the tube length are
calculated, by changing the tube length, diameter and thickness

and impact mass and velocity. The L/D range of tubes is from 6 to 18
and the D/t range is from 41.6 to 125. The ratio of the ultimate
strength of damaged tube to intact one is obtained by numerical
calculations. And a simplified formula for predicting the residual
ultimate strength of damaged tube by collision impact are derived
by using the parameter of l, which could be calculated by using the
length, diameter, and thickness of tube as well as impact energy.

The applicability of the simplified formula is also checked by
changing the colliding conditions, such as for different assembles
mass and velocity, different sizes of colliding mass, and different
impact location in length and breadth. The simplified formula
keeps valid for different yielding stress.

Finally, by comparing with the allowable compressive stress
proposed in API rules (RP2A-WSD A P I, 2000), the critical value of
Fu/F0¼ 0.46 and l¼ 0.72 is suggested. The tube needs repair or
replacement if l> 0.72.

Appendix

The allowable axial compressive stress is calculated based on
the API rules (RP2A-WSD A P I, 2000), as follows.

The allowable axial compressive stress, sa, should be deter-
mined from the following formulas.

For tubes with a D/t ratio equal to or less than 60:

sa ¼

�
1� ðKl=rÞ2

2C2
c

�
sy

5=3þ 3ðKl=rÞ
8Cc

� ðKl=rÞ3
8C3

c

for Kl=r<Cc (A-1)

sa ¼ 12p2E

23ðKl=rÞ2
for Kl=r <Cc (A-2)

where, Cc ¼
�
2p2E
sy

�1
2

,

sy¼ yield strength, MPa,
E¼ Young's Modulus of elasticity, MPa,
K¼ effective length factor (equals to 1.0 in this research)
l¼ unbraced length, m,
r¼ radius of gyration, m.

For tubes with a D/t ratio is greater than 60 and less than 300,
with wall thickness t> 6mm, both the elastic (sxe) and inelastic
local buckling stress (sxc) due to axial compression should be
determined from Eq. (A-3) and Eq. (A-4). Overall column buckling
should be determined by substituting the critical local buckling
stress (sxe or sxc, whichever is smaller) for sy in Eq. (A-1) and in the
equation for Cc.

Elastic Local Buckling Stress:

sxe¼ 2CEt/D (A-3)

where, C¼ critical elastic buckling coefficient (the theoretical value
of C is 0.6).

D¼ outside diameter, m,
t¼wall thickness, m.

Inelastic Local Buckling Stress:

sxc ¼ sy �
h
1:64� 0:23ðD=tÞ1=4

i
� sxe

sxc ¼ sy forðD=tÞ � 60

�
(A-4)

So, the allowable axial compressive stress, sa, estimated by the
above content are shown in Table A1. By comparing the value of su
and sa, the larger one is marked by underscores shown in Table A1.

Fig. 24. Comparison results between simulated formula and calculation results with
different values of yielding stress.
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Table A1
Comparison of residual ultimate strength between calculation results and allowable axial compressive stress of API rules (RP2A-WSD A P I, 2000)

Case L (m) D (m) t (m) Calculation result: Fu (MN) Calculation result: su (MPa) API required: sa (MPa)

Basic 30 2.5 0.04 32.08 102.17 129.18
L15 15 2.5 0.04 45.78 145.80 135.98
L24 24 2.5 0.04 33.46 106.56 132.10
L38 38 2.5 0.04 29.95 95.38 124.91
L45 45 2.5 0.04 29.08 92.61 120.83
D1.8 30 1.8 0.04 16.28 72.01 122.73
D2.0 30 2 0.04 20.62 82.09 125.12
D3.2 30 3.2 0.04 52.74 131.22 132.59
D4.0 30 4 0.04 92.26 183.64 134.77
T20 30 2.5 0.02 4.45 28.34 130.14
T30 30 2.5 0.03 16.59 70.45 129.56
T50 30 2.5 0.05 48.32 123.11 129.13
T60 30 2.5 0.06 67.6 143.52 129.13
M5 30 2.5 0.04 44.17 140.67 129.18
M8 30 2.5 0.04 35.06 111.66 129.18
M15 30 2.5 0.04 24.5 78.03 129.18
M25 30 2.5 0.04 13.71 43.66 129.18
V2 30 2.5 0.04 72.26 230.13 129.18
V3 30 2.5 0.04 53.98 171.91 129.18
V7 30 2.5 0.04 18.77 59.78 129.18
V10 30 2.5 0.04 6.17 19.65 129.18

cf.) su¼ Fu/(pDt).
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